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GroupWhy are TDFs a better solution?
We think TDFs are better-suited to the new world of

pensions: 

They are more sophisticated investments as

they are actively managed to cope with changing

market conditions. And they have a professional

portfolio manager who's accountable for day-to-day

decisions. This is unlike lifestyle strategies, which

typically are managed mechanically to a fixed end

date, with little or no regard to the prevailing

investment environment. 

Good TDFs are more flexible, giving access to

open architecture with a huge choice of funds to suit

specific client objectives. Their flexibility also extends

to expected retirement dates. With lifestyle strategies,

members must choose a fixed retirement date. But

our research shows that most people don’t know the

exact date on which they will retire. TDFs, however,

only require members to choose a two- to three- year

retirement window and members can easily switch to

another if their circumstances change. 

TDFs are more nimble. The investment managers

can change a portfolio immediately if it’s in the

members’ interests. Lifestyle strategies, on the

contrary, are notoriously cumbersome to manage

and change.

So what is a TDF?
A TDF is an age-based multi-asset fund designed to

manage investment risk as savers move closer to

retirement. Members of our packaged or customised

TDF-based DC pension schemes are typically

defaulted into the fund closest to their approximate

retirement age e.g. the 2033–2035 Retirement Fund.

We then build the fund using the appropriate mix of

component sub-funds.

How will TDFs cope with the 
post-Budget landscape?
If anything, TDFs are even better suited to the new

world of pensions. And certainly, they are better

placed to cope compared to lifestyle strategies. For

example, after our investment team discussed the

immediate impact of the Budget changes, we

adjusted the strategic allocations of our TDFs to

reduce the duration of our funds near the retirement

window. Once the investment implications had been

considered, we executed the change within a few

hours—at no cost to our clients or their members. 

Of course, we plan to make further changes in the

run up to April 2015, when the full freedoms of the

new pension proposals are set to come into force. 

What happens at the point of retirement?
The headline-grabbing announcement in March, of

course, was that members at retirement will no

longer have to buy an annuity. Given the changes in

life expectancy, we believe that the vast majority of

people who live to age 75 don’t need the insurance

of an annuity; they should be remaining invested, in

some shape or form. And for the unlucky minority

who die in the first ten years after retiring, all their

money goes to the annuity provider anyway.

What the Government seems to have realised is

that annuities are outdated and no longer align with

DC members’ expectations and uncertainty over

when they will retire. The Government also seems to

have recognised that savers need the freedom to

choose whether to continue working while taking

some of their retirement benefits and decide whether

they want to take a lump sum or an income. 

The solution is clear
As an industry we need to be able to cater better for

people who want to save for their retirement but

don’t want to be active participants in the process.

The solution is a flexible product that is intuitive to

understand – much like the iPhone. And the beauty

of the TDF is that it can remain relevant throughout

members’ working lives, long into their retirements

and potentially, if their money remains invested, 

even after their deaths. 

True innovation isn’t just for the tech sector

Back in the 90s when the much cherished Nokia ruled the mobile phone market, who could have
predicted the rapid pace of innovation that allowed first the Blackberry and later the smartphone to
completely revolutionise the industry. We think this is a good analogy for the difference between
lifestyle strategies and target date funds (TDFs). Lifestyle strategies seemed like a great innovation
when defined contribution (DC) pension schemes began to adopt them as the default strategy of
choice in the 80s. But the arrival of TDFs in the 90s in the US – and more recently in the UK – has
made the humble lifestyle strategy seem rather outdated in comparison.
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